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Abstract
Performance for filtering problems is usually measured using the second-order
moment. For non-Gaussian applications, this measure is not always sufficient.
In this paper, the Kullback divergence is extensively used to compare estimated
distributions. Several estimation techniques are compared, and methods with
ability to express non-Gaussian posterior distributions are shown to give superior performance over classical second-order moment based estimators.
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Introduction

Many estimation methods rely on linearization to handle nonlinear models, or
consider just first- and second-order moment estimation of the underlying posterior probability density function (pdf). For instance, the extended Kalman
filter (ekf, [1, 2, 3]) has difficulties when higher order moments, or the full pdf
is needed. Multiple model filters (mmf, [2][4]) and more generally the particle
filter (pf, [5, 6, 7]), are methods that can be used to overcome this problem.
A key question is how to evaluate how much there is to gain by estimating
the full pdf. Traditionally, the mean square error (mse) is used for this. However, if the problem is such that the second order moment can be sufficiently
well approximated by a Gaussian density, but not the higher order moments,
then another measure is needed. In this paper the Kullback divergence (kd) is
introduced to compare the true pdf and the one obtained from an estimator.
Studying the full pdf or higher order moment estimation can be motivated
by detection or hypothesis testing, where the posterior distribution is needed.
Another situation is when the probability for an event is desired, this can be
solved by integration of the pdf over the interesting region.
This technical report is an extended version of the paper [8] submitted to
the Nonlinear Statistical Signal Processing Workshop in Cambridge, 2006.
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Recursive Bayesian Estimation

Consider the discrete state-space model
xt+1 = f (xt , ut , wt ),

(1a)

yt = h(xt ) + et ,

(1b)

with state variables xt ∈ Rn , input signal ut and measurements Yt = {yi }ti=1 ,
with known pdfs for the process noise, pw (w), and measurement noise, pe (e).
The nonlinear prediction density p(xt+1 |Yt ) and filtering density p(xt |Yt ) for
the Bayesian inference, [1], are given by
Z
p(xt+1 |xt )p(xt |Yt ) dxt ,
(2a)
p(xt+1 |Yt ) =
Rn

p(yt |xt )p(xt |Yt−1 )
.
p(xt |Yt ) =
p(yt |Yt−1 )

(2b)

For the important special case of linear-Gaussian dynamics and linear-Gaussian
observations the Kalman filter (kf), [9], gives a finite dimensional recursive solution. For nonlinear and/or non-Gaussian systems, the pdf cannot in general
be expressed with a finite number of parameters. Instead approximative methods must be used. Usually this is done in two ways; either by approximating the
system or by approximating the posterior pdf. See for instance, [10, 11]. Here
two different approaches of solving the Bayesian equations are considered; ekf
and pf. The ekf will solve the problem using a linearization of the system and

assuming Gaussian noise. The pf on the other hand will approximately solve
the Bayesian equations by stochastic integration. Hence, no linearization errors
occur and non-Gaussian noise is not a problem.

2.1

The Extended Kalman Filter

For the special case of linear dynamics, linear measurements and additive Gaussian noise, the Bayesian recursions have a finite dimensional recursive solution,
the Kalman filter. For many nonlinear problems the noise assumptions and the
nonlinearity are such that a linearized solution will be a good approximation.
This is the idea behind the ekf, [2, 3, 12], where the model is linearized around
the previous estimate. Here the time update and measurement update for the
ekf are presented,
(
x̂t+1|t = f (x̂t|t , ut , 0),
Pt+1|t = Ft Pt|t FtT + Gt Qt GTt ,


x̂t|t = x̂t|t−1 + Kt (yt − h(x̂t|t−1 )),
Pt|t = Pt|t−1 − Kt Ht Pt|t−1 ,


Kt = Pt|t−1 HtT (Ht Pt|t−1 HtT + Rt )−1 ,

(3a)

(3b)

where the linearized matrices are given as
Gt = ∇w f |xt =x̂t|t ,

Ft = ∇x f |xt =x̂t|t ,

Ht = ∇x h|xt =x̂t|t−1 .

The noise covariances are given by
Qt = cov wt and Rt = cov et .

2.2

Grid-Based Approximation

The grid-based approximation for a general integral in Rn is
Z
g(xt ) dxt ≈
Rn

N
X

(i)

g(xt )∆n ,

(4)

i=1
(i)

using a regular grid, where ∆n represents the volume and where {xt }N
i=1 represents the value a specific grid. The approximation error depends on the grid
size, ∆, hence in principle on the dimension of the state space. In [13], the
Bayesian approach is investigated for a discrete-time nonlinear system using
this approximation. The Bayesian time update and measurement update are
solved using an approximative numerical method, where the density functions
are piecewise constant on regular regions in the state space. Applying this gridbased integration to the general Bayesian estimation problem, using the model
2

with additive noise yields the following approximation
(i)

(i)

(i)

p(xt |Yt ) = γt−1 pet (yt |xt )p(xt |Yt−1 ),
(i)

p(xt+1 |Yt ) =

N
X

(i)

(j)

(j)

pwt (xt+1 |xt )p(xt |Yt )∆n ,

(5a)
(5b)

j=1

where γt is a normalization factor. The minimum variance estimate is approximated with
N
X
(i)
(i)
x̂t|t = E xt |Yt ≈
xt p(xt |Yt )∆n .
(6)
i=1

In [14], the nonlinear and non-Gaussian problem is analyzed using grid-based
integration as well as Monte Carlo integration, discussed next, for prediction
and smoothing. Several nonlinear systems are compared using different techniques. Also [15], discusses grid-based or point mass filter (pmf) and pf based
approaches.

2.3

The Particle Filter

In this section, the presentation of the particle filter theory is according to
[5, 6, 7, 15]. The pf achieves an approximate solution to the discrete time
Bayesian estimation problem formulated in (2) by updating an approximate
description of the posterior filtering density. Let xt denote the state of the
observed system and Yt = {y (i) }ti=1 be the set of observed measurements until present time. The pf approximates the density p(xt |Yt ) by a large set of
(i)
N samples (particles), {xt }N
i=1 , where each particle has an assigned relative
(i)
weight, γt , chosen such that all weights sum to unity. The location and weight
of each particle reflect the value of the density in the region of the state space,
The pf updates the particle location and the corresponding weights recursively
with each new observed measurement. For the common special case of additive
measurement noise the unnormalized weights are given by
(i) 
(i)
(i)
(7)
γt = γt−1 pe yt − h(xt ) , i = 1, . . . , N.
Using the samples (particles) and the corresponding weights the Bayesian
equations can be approximately solved. To avoid divergence a resampling step
is introduced, [5], which is referred to as sampling importance resampling (SIR).
The pf method is given in Alg. 1.
The estimate for each time, t, is often chosen as the minimum mean square
estimate, i.e.,
Z
N
X
(i) (i)
x̂t = E xt =
xt p(xt |Yt ) dxt ≈
γt xt .
(8)
Rn

i=1

The pf approximates the posterior pdf, p(xt |Yt ), by a finite number of
particles. There exist theoretical limits [6], that show that the approximated
pdf converges to the true as the number of particles tends to infinity.
3

Alg. 1 Sampling Importance Resampling (SIR)
(i)

Generate N samples {x0 }N
i=1 from p(x0 ).
(i)
(i)
(i) 
(i)
2: Compute γt
= γt−1 pe yt − h(xt ) and normalize, i.e., γ̄t
P
(i)
(j)
N
γt / j=1 γt , i = 1, . . . , N .
1:

=

(i?)

Generate a new set {xt }N
i=1 by resampling with replacement N times from
(i) N
(i)
(i?)
(i)
(i)
{xt }i=1 , with probability γ̄t = Pr{xt = xt }. Set qt = 1/N .
(i)
(i)
(i?)
(i)
4: xt+1 = f (xt , ut , wt ), i = 1, . . . , N using different noise realizations, wt .
5: Increase t and continue to step 2.
3:

2.4

Multiple Model Filtering

By combining multiple models (mm) in a filter it is possible to obtain a better
approximation of the underlying pdf than with a single linear Gaussian model.
The general multiple model idea is often based on the Gaussian sum (gs) approximation, described in [2, 4]. The gs method approximates the pdf with a
sum of Gaussian densities,
p(xt |Yt ) =

N
X

(i)

(i)

(i)

γt N (x̂t , Pt ),

(9)

i=1
(i)

(i)

(i)

where xt and Pt represent mean and covariance of one hypothesis, and γt
represents the trust in the hypothesis.
The different hypotheses are then handles separately, usually using a kf to
(i)
(i)
(i)
update xt and Pt . The probability of the hypotheses γt , that always should
add to one, is updated based both on the likelihood of the system switching
between the different modes (a model feature) and the likelihood of the obtained
measurements,
X
(i)
(j)
(i)
Pr(migrating to hypothesis j from i) · γt .
(10)
γt+1 ∝ p(yt |xt+1 )
j

The minimum variance estimate of the state can then be obtained as
x̂t =

N
X

(i) (i)

γt x̂t

(11a)

i=1

Pt =

N
X

(i)

γt

(i)

Pt


(i)
(i)
+ (x̂t − x̂t )(x̂t − x̂t )T .

(11b)

i=1

In order to avoid exponential growth of hypotheses, pruning or merging techniques needs to be applied. Two common merging base methods are generalized
pseudo Bayesian (gpb) method [12, 16] and interacting multiple model (imm)
method [16, 17, 18]. Both methods are filter algorithms for linear discrete-time
filters with Markovian switching coefficients, and differs only in when merging
4

is performed. In this paper a pruning algorithm is used where the least probable branches in the hypotheses tree are cut off to keep the number of parallel
hypotheses at the desired level [12, 19].

3

Statistical Properties

The Cramér-Rao lower bound (bounding the mse) and the Kullback divergence
will be used to evaluate the estimated posterior distributions from filters.

3.1

Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (crlb)

The Cramér-Rao lower bound (crlb), [20, 21, 22], offers a fundamental performance bound for unbiased estimators. For instance, the crlb can be used for
feasibility tests or to measure filter efficiency in combination with mse.
The crlb along a given state trajectory for a system with Gaussian noise
can in principle be found as
cov(xt − x̂t|t )  Pt|t ,

(12)

where Pt|t is the crlb, given by the ekf, around the true state, xt . If process/measurement noise is non-Gaussian slight modifications to this approach
are needed. More information about the crlb and its extension to dynamic
systems for the posterior crlb can be found in [6, 15, 22].

3.2

Kullback Divergence (kd)

The Kullback-Leibler information (kli) [23, 24] quantifies the difference between
two distributions. The kli is not symmetric in its arguments, and hence not a
measure. If symmetry is needed the Kullback divergence (kd), constructed as a
symmetric sum of two kli [24, 25], can be used as an alternative.
The kli is defined, for two proper pdfs p and q, as
Z
p(x)
p(x)
I KL(p, q) = p(x) log
dx, = Ep log
(13a)
q(x)
q(x)
when p(x) 6= 0 ⇒ q(x) 6= 0, otherwise I KL(p, q) = +∞. It can be shown that
I KL(p, q) ≥ 0 for all proper pdfs p and q and that I KL(p, q) = 0 ⇔ p = q. A
small I KL(p, q) indicates that the distribution p is similar to q. For p(x1 , x2 ) =
p1 (x1 )p2 (x2 ) and q(x1 , x2 ) = q1 (x1 )q2 (x2 ),
I KL(p, q) = I KL(p1 , q1 ) + I KL(p2 , q2 )
That is, new independent observations just add to the total information available, [24].
The symmetric kd is defined as
J K (p, q) = I KL(p, q) + I KL(q, p),
5

(13b)

and the kli properties above hold.
The kli is closely related to other statistical measures, e.g., Shannon’s information and Akaike’s information criterion [25]. A connection to Fisher
information can also be found [24], and kli can be used to derive the emalgorithm [26]. In [27], the use of information bounds for dynamic systems
discussed in quite general terms.
The kd evaluates any pdf against for instance the true posterior pdf. The
true pdf can in simulations be provided by a fine gridded pmf. This way a
measure of the quality of an estimator can be obtained.
Example (comparing two Gaussian distributions):
Assume pi = N (µi , Σi ), i = 1, 2 (µi and Σi scalar):
I KL(p1 , p2 ) = Ep1 log

p1
p2

=

1
2

log

Σ2
Σ1

−

1
2

+

Σ1 +(µ1 −µ2 )2
.
2Σ2

For a different mean only (Σ1 = Σ2 =: Σ) this yields
I KL(p1 , p2 ) = 0 −

1
2

+

Σ+(µ1 −µ2 )2
2Σ

=

(µ1 −µ2 )2
,
2Σ

where the main component is the normalized squared difference in mean. For
equal mean µ1 = µ2 , but different variance
I KL(p1 , p2 ) =

1
2

log

Σ2
Σ1

−

1
2

+

Σ1
2Σ2

=

1
2

` Σ1
Σ2

− 1 − log

Σ1
Σ2

´

.

Here, only the relative difference in variance, Σ1 /Σ2 , has any significance.
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Probability Calculations and Hypothesis Testing

Often, just getting a point estimate of the state of a system is not enough.
Utilizing the full information in the estimated posterior state distribution, it is
possible to determine how likely an event, A(xt ), is by integrating the pdf:
Z

p(xt |Yt ) dxt .
(14)
Pr A(xt ) = 
xt :A(xt )

This is straightforward to compute from the pmf and the pf, whereas the ekf
often calls for numerical methods.
Another application is to decide between different possible hypotheses, H0
and H1 . For this, one method is to use Bayes factor [28, 29],

π(H0 ) H1
Pr(H0 |Yt )
π
B01 (Yt ) =
≷ k,
(15)
Pr(H1 |Yt )
π(H1 ) H0
where π is the prior for the hypothesis. The threshold k should be chosen to
obtain an acceptable compromise between low risk of false alarms and good
detection rate. Usually k = 1 is a good choice.
To perform any of the tasks above a good knowledge of the posterior state
distribution is needed, and the result depends on the level of precision in the
approximations made.
6

5

Simulations

In the simulation study two different examples are studied to highlight the
performance gain obtained from estimating the full pdf instead of just first and
second order moments. Also, the estimated pdfs are used to determine the
probability for the state to be in a given region. Several estimators are used:
ekf, mmf (only Example I), pf, and pmf (representing the truth). The mmf
uses a pruning algorithm, where the least probable branches in the hypotheses
tree are cut off, after the introduction of the measurement information, to keep
the number of parallel hypotheses at the desired level [12, 19].
In the Monte Carlo simulation studies, the mse is compared to the parametric crlb. Furthermore, the kd, between the true state distribution (from the
fine gridded pmf) and the distributions provided by the filters, are compared to
capture more of the differences not seen in the second-order moment.

5.1

Example I — Multi-Modal Posterior

In this example, the process noise is given by a bimodal Gaussian mix, comprising possible target maneuvers. The measurement noise is given by a quite
uninformative Gaussian, i.e. with a large variance. The posterior pdf tends
to a multimodal Gaussian mix, with approximately four distinct peaks, for the
selected system:
xt+1 = 0.4xt + wt

(16a)

yt = xt + et

(16b)

with wt ∼ 21 N (−1, 0.12 ) + 21 N (1, 0.12 ), et ∼ N (0, 22 ), and x0 ∼ N (0, 0.1). The
system has a clearly non-Gaussian posterior state distribution. See Fig. 1 for a
typical example, where the pdf is estimated from several different filters.
The four different filters, ekf, mmf (23 = 8 hypothesis, i.e., 3 correct time
steps), pf (sir with 1000 particles), and pmf (representing the true pdf), have
been used to track the state of the system. With 100 Monte Carlo simulations
the results in Fig. 2(a) were obtained. As can be seen, the more advanced methods do not yield any noticeable improvement in terms of the mse, which here
matches the best linear unbiased estimate (blue) performance for all filters even
though the crlb is much lower. However, instead studying the estimated pdfs
using kd shows a clear difference in performance. This is shown in Fig. 2(b),
where the kd is used to compare the estimates provided by the different filtering methods to the true p(xt |Yt ). Note how the pf and mmf, both allowing
for non-Gaussian posterior distributions, are better than the kf. In this case
the mmf approximates the true pdf very well with 8 Gauss modes, as seen in
Fig. 1, and the performance is therefore better than for the pf.

5.2

Example II — Range-Only Measurement

In a range-only measurement application, two range sensors are used. The
measurements are illustrated in Fig. 3(a). They provide the relative range to
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Fig. 1: Example I. Typical posterior state distribution for (16). (The mmf
coincides with the true pdf, given by a pmf.)
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(a) Filtering mse (crlb close to 0).

(b) Filtering kd.

Fig. 2: Example I. Simulated mse and kd for (16).
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(a) Illustration of the range-only measurements. The shaded bands represent the
sensor range uncertainty. The striped circle is used in the simulations to denote a
critical region.
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(b) Example II. Typical state distribution
with two range measurements.

Fig. 3: Example II. Scenario and typical pdf.
an unknown target, with measurement uncertainty. Hence, producing a natural
bimodal posterior distribution. The model used is:
xt+1 = xt + wt


kxt − xsensor
k
1
yt =
+ et ,
kxt − xsensor
k
2

(17a)
(17b)

with wt ∼ N (0, 0.1I2 ), et ∼ N (0, 0.1I2 ), and initial knowledge x0 ∼ N (0, 3I2 ).
A typical state distribution is given in Fig. 3(b). Note the distinct bimodal
characteristics of the distribution, as well as how poorly the ekf approximation
describes the situation.
The mse and kd from 100 Monte Carlo simulations are given in Fig. 4 for
an ekf, a pf (sir with 20 000 particles1 ), and a pmf (regarded as the truth).
Here, the mse performance of the pf is slightly better than for the ekf, but not
as good as the pmf. (Two poor pf estimates has a large impact on the mse.)
However, the kd gives a clear indication that the pdf estimated with the pf
is better than the one the ekf, as was to be expected due to the true bimodal
pdf. This difference may be important, as will be shown next.
Using the estimated pdfs, it is also possible to detect if the tracked target
is in the neighborhood of the point x0 (not affecting the measurements), as
illustrated in Fig. 3(a). Assume that it is of interest to detect if kx − x0 k2 < R,
where x0 = (0, 1) and R = 0.5. The probability for the target in the critical
region, given the estimates from the different filters is given in Fig. 5. Note that
the ekf throughout the whole simulation indicates a much higher probability
1 The number of particles has been chosen excessively large to get an accurate pdf estimate,
with further tuning could be reduced significantly.
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Fig. 4: Example II. Simulated mse and kd for the range-only system.
than the true situation. Furthermore, the pf reflects the actual situation well.
The lack of descriptive power of the ekf results in an unnecessary high degree
of detections, which could be costly.

6

Conclusions

In extensive simulation studies the Kullback divergence is shown to indicate the
performance gain for estimators such as the mmf and the pf with more accurate
pdf estimates compared to more traditional kf/ekf. It is shown that just the
second-order moment can be quite misleading as a performance measure. In for
instance hypothesis testing accurate estimation of the entire pdf is important.
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